
“They are humble teachers who teach from their mistakes and their trials with 
this message. I felt like it was really practical, kind of like they were coming 
alongside us. It felt real.”

SHANNON WHITE, Unmarried, 30s 

“The Illumination Project by Joy Eggerichs is not only timely and desperately 
needed, but it is also biblical. The idea that the generation before can mentor 
and disciple the generation following is so rich and exciting. This is going to 
impact a huge number of lives. Great Stuff! Great Work!”

DAVE RAMSEY, New York Times Best-Selling Author and 
Nationally Syndicated Radio Host

“Our home group is predominantly married with teens, but there are some 
divorced and singles and retired. What we liked about TIP is that it wasn’t the 
usual fill-in-the-blank video presentation.”

KEN AND JENNIFER DENEAULT

“The Illumination Project is literally going to help so many people. I love seeing 
those in our generation step up to communicate these timeless truths in ways 
our friends would appreciate. So thank you.”

GABE LYONS, Founder of Q and Author of The Next Christians

“One thing that I just love about The Illumination Project, what makes it unique, 
is that you have these two different generations being represented in Emerson 
and Joy. With Emerson, you have his wisdom and years of writing on this stuff 
and traveling and counseling couples through marriage, and so you have his 
passion and his truth. But on the other hand, you have Joy representing the 
younger crowd, and she makes it relevant and brings her passion and charisma, 
and the real-life context that we young people are up against. And that 
synergetic relationship working together is really a phenomenal dynamic to 
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watch. Not to mention: People want to talk about this. They want to talk about 
love and romance and dating and marriage.”

IAN NELSON, Pastor at Solid Rock Church in Portland, OR

“Already having authored the best relationship material available, Emerson 
and Joy are shedding new light and deeper understanding about the Love 
and Respect thought process that will change your life.  Under the banner 
of The Illumination Project, this father/daughter team are now combining their 
brilliant observations with a unique style of ‘wisdom meets passion’ to bring 
our society some of the answers for which many of us have waited our whole 
lives.”   

ANDY ANDREWS, New York Times Best-Selling Author of 
The Traveler’s Gift and The Noticer Returns

“My small group of twentysomething women just finished week three of TIP 
last night, and I am LOVING it! The content is obviously great (way to relate 
to and entertain a group of easily jaded/skeptical/seen-it-all/overwhelmed 
twentysomethings!), the concepts are something we’re all wrestling 
through together, but the very best part is Joy’s encouragement to be 
multigenerational. We have about six older women who’ve rotated through our 
weekly gatherings, and that element is making this one of the BEST things I’ve 
ever been a part of! It’s really amazing. Having these women—from a woman 
who’s been married more than 50 years to a fiftysomething never-been-
married woman to thirty- and fortysomething women with kids—listen, share 
their hearts and experiences, share their own illuminations and wrestle with the 
concepts and God’s truth alongside my girls is SO DARN AMAZING. For one, 
it takes pressure off me as the leader to ‘have all the answers’ (I’m 29 and have 
been married for six years... I barely know what I’m doing myself!). And the fact 
that these women from different places in life are getting to know one other, 
open up to each other, ugh.... there. just. aren’t. words.”

LEIGH BAY in Maryland

“The Illumination Project does a wonderful job making it clear that relationships 
are worth it, there is a way for them to work, and they don’t have to fail if both 
people know how to avoid pitfalls like the crazy cycle. And it was especially 



great knowing that it was all backed up by Biblical principles. There is a way 
that God intended for relationships to work, and it’s not even all that difficult to 
understand! It was incredibly encouraging, even for a single guy like me.” 

KYLE FRISCH, Unmarried, 20s

“Starting this small group has allowed us to examine what our own church 
has on these subjects and, surprisingly enough, this message has been in our 
literature for decades. But [TIP] brought it into a modern, practical light.”

DENNIS AND JAYLENE OSENA

“The Illumination Project is undeniably going to help our generation 
understand relationships. Joy is hilarious and has such great insight into the 
Love and Respect message. I am proud to call her a friend!”

RACHEL CRUZE, Speaker and Author of Smart Money, Smart Kids 

“I think one of the best things about The Illumination Project, and getting the 
information out in an easy way for our generation to digest, is the value of that 
conversation coming to us in a way that we’re used to.”

BEN BOHANNAN, Married, 20s 

“For one, as an artist, I really appreciate the thoughtfulness put into the 
design elements of The Illumination Project. Often design is left behind in the 
pragmatic work of content makers… leaving the program feeling irrelevantly 
dated in its communication. We are a visually driven culture, and design plays a 
vital role in the relaying of ideas and meaning. The Illumination Project not only 
brings us into content that we so desperately need to digest, but it gives it to 
us with a visual ‘spoonful of sugar to help the medicine go down.’ Bravo.”

SCOTT ERICKSON, Visual Artist and Storyteller

“My group and I are loving this study and have had some amazing discussions 
because of it. Many of them are still wrestling with [the issue of unconditional 
love, grace and forgiveness], and I’m so excited to see some of the thoughts 
and lightbulb moments that are emerging because of it.”

MEGAN HOPPER



“Joy and her father are actually funny. That’s rare, and it makes what they 
say genuinely entertaining. I loudly applaud their insightful, personal, and 
humorous approach to the subject of singleness, dating and marriage for 
the next generation. There simply isn’t another study that artfully combines 
research, scripture, personal stories, and music -- not to mention a few wacky 
videos that could ruin Dr. Eggerichs’ credibility. Having a teenage daughter of 
my own, I am hugely grateful Joy created this project and believe it will help 
the next generation talk about marriage and it’s purpose right now, instead of 
with a divorce lawyer 20 years from now.”  

ERIC METAXAS, Speaker and 
New York Times Best-Selling Author of Bonhoeffer

“Our home group is predominantly married with teens, but there are some 
divorced and singles and retired. What we liked about TIP is that it wasn’t the 
usual fill-in-the-blank video presentation.”

KEN AND JENNIFER DENEAULT

“The Illumination Project shines a warm light on the conversations that all of us 
should be having. The unique content offering and engagement style makes 
this a must have, must do resource. Get started now!”

KEN COLEMAN, Author of 
One Question: Life Changing Answers From Today’s Leading Voices

“I just appreciate so much Joy’s heart and her father’s heart and their ability 
to communicate generationally—even cover that generational gap—and draw 
together themes that are timeless but need to be communicated in a way that 
is going to speak to an audience that is already cynical, already skeptical.”

JOSH WHITE, Musician and Pastor at Door of Hope in Portland, OR

“When it comes to dating and friendship, my Christian peers and I need all the 
wisdom we can get. Joy’s heart is to lead and encourage our generation, and I 
trust The Illumination Project will do just that.

KATELYN BEATY, Managing Editor at Christianity Today  



“I dare you to find a small group study with a more beautiful, unexpected 
design (or stickers. Adults never get stickers anymore.) But it’s more than just 
a pretty face...I love that it was written with a diverse group in mind --both men 
and women, married and unmarried. It stirs up important conversations that we 
wouldn’t be having with each other, otherwise.”

LYNDSAY RUSH, Copywriter, 30’s
 

“I hope it opened up eyes to the way that authority can truly speak into your 
life as a younger person and how to receive what that generation has to give 
us. Not only that, but the example of seeing a daughter listening to her father 
is beautiful. A lot of people have father issues or mother issues, but there are 
a lot of mentors or older people in the church who are looking to pour in, and 
I think the younger generation just needs to allow them. And not only allow 
them, but maybe encourage them when the older generation is shy or doesn’t 
think that they can.”

PAUL RAMEY, Musician and Pastor at Imago Dei in Portland, OR 

“We have seven participants aged 23 to 29. I would characterize the group as 
each a believer, but their levels of spiritual maturity and personal relationship 
with Jesus vary considerably. It was clear that our test group was ‘willing’ 
but more than a little bit apprehensive. This was new territory for them. We 
wondered if we’d be able to stimulate discussion afterward. Ha! The group 
couldn’t wait to comment! We’ll have more to share as the weeks move on, but, 
suffice it to say, we might be ‘on to something’ here.”

TOM AND TERRI VICAREL in Westlake, Ohio
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About the Designer
Russell Shaw is a multidisciplinary designer and illustrator living in Atlanta. He 
seeks to apply a modern twist on old methods in graphic design – exploring 
the space between digital and analog and obsessing over every pixel and pica 
along the way.
@RussRS




